
Math 5143-Lecture 13



LetL be a nonzero,*decomposition finite dim. Semisimple Lie algo

Asubalgebra ASL is tal ifevery XeH

is semisimple. And taral subalgebra is abelian
④

Choose a maximal taral subalgebra A =L.
-

For this maximal teral subalgebra ASL, the corresponding rootspace

decomposition is L=A** La where
-

-

Itis a finite subsetof A*, **** (XeL1(h,x7 =aLLIX VhssH]
04Since H =L0. existence ofthis decomp, is clear from

call in a raypace and asa root



Prof (a) If d ,B C- § then p (Hd) C-I call this a Cartaninteger
and B - paid ✗ c- §

(b) If ✗if C- It
,

and ✗ 1-BE§
,

then (Lx
,
Lp) = (✗ +p

(o) If d. Be § and Ltp to then there are integers
r
,930 such that

@ +I a) n § = { ptix lie2 , -rsisq}
"
no gaps in the ✗-root string through p

"

Also, it holds thatPCHx)
(d) L is generated by the root spaces ↳ ( ✗ C- Is

as a Lie algebra,

☒ will share that CD holds . Other properties are straightforward .



P. Set K =E Lp+ix where *,B =8with x+ to.
i =Iu

zero for all butfinitely many isR

No multiple ofa exceptId is a root, so we have

B+ ix FO ViEK. K
is a submodule of Sastr(x)

and each Listin is either zero if xixed,or

I- dimensional if +ixtin which case ( +i<)(H2) =B(ta)+2i
Crecall thatdef ofa gives 2(1x)=2)

In latter case, B(Ha)+2: is the weightof a on LB+ic.

Because all of these weights differ byan even integer, exactly

one of the numbers 0 or1 can occur as a weight, so K
is an

irreducible sa-module. Thus it is
are maximal with -raed,, +9216

then the corresponding weights (Ha)-zu and (Ha)+2a sum to zero, and follows.



We have an rootspace decompL= H00 La
xe6.H*10

and 31Axx is nondegenerate, and we

defined tatH for **A* to have ((a.h) =a(h) VhfH.

We now further define (d,)**Hait for dieH*.
LetEa =R-span <=67,and E =Re
One can show that:

-> means (4,2) 30 for 0 FNCA*

ihm (ii) restricts
to a positivedefinite form on E

with (a.) e RVLIBS. Additionally:

DE spans [ If+6 then Rand =(-2.27

③ If ap* * then -ateraet



*If L =sen(A) and H =(diagonal matrices int

then I =([=-5;)15i,j5n,itj]
where 9i: H+ A

8 I 0ii (diagena entry in raw i)

As noted earlier, we have tri-s (ir-(55)

and (9:-55,Ex-5e)( (+ 9i-25, tax-e)
- (8:-Ei,3x -xe)

I

where sai,EsL=ssis, so 2e) jai;,c)e
- ~ (Ei-Er,-3e) EX/2



Properties ofrootspace decomp ofmotivate the

alicdefinitionof
a
stemtowhichpar

exam

e
with a symmetric, positive definite bilinear form

(0,)
- - e

(,) =(B,d) (4,x)>0 if ofdet ↳e.g. standard
unner producton
R

Recall thatHall=Vax) and (X,B)
=Hall 11 cost[where 8 is angle between a and p.

the vector obtained by reflecting

for 0 Faef befine ra:ete
by ra() (p across the hyperplane I↓Ha =(vef((x,y) =0) =(Aa)

IfCelRis such thatB-c2= Ha, thenm ra() =B-2. But -cacHaf(B =x,a)=0

=>(B,2) =((x,1)-(
=(B,C)/(x,) -



general lineargroup

Thus the reletion v==+ 6belongs to 6L(e)

and has formula

isinThus:ra* =ra

vca
=rifokceRE

(ra(),(a(6)) =(B,1)

Asubsetse is nostem if

⑪ 161* and041 and I spans E

⑫If x =then Ran=(727
⑬ Ifatthen ra() -VB6

⑭ If2,B +8 then (,x) =1
TheWrap ("vial") of$ is W =<ralx+L= 6L(e)



Since Iis finite, and spans , and since each a

defines a permutation ofI, itfollows thatw

is isomorphic to asubgroup ofthe symmetric group of all

permutations of1. Thus the WexI group has IWI <N.

Quick intuitive idea for rootsystem:
-
ew is any finite subgroupofE generated byreflections ra

Consider the setlines RC for a to with ra-W.

Replace each of these lines byon pair of vectors - and --
j

(Marally):the resultis

--> a rootsystem with Wexl

grap W, and anx
roofsystem arises like this



2ofroot systems when G =IR" with standard inner product

B

*AxA, ↑ 4 roots, (,) =(x,y) =0

. ra:CH -> v fixes a
-21+ x negates
B1+ B
-1+-B

=>W=

[ra,r)
In this example, a and

could have differentlengths ra = Yprx
=Sc12xz

B

&
-

I roots, diagonals of a regular hexagon
*An:

(a,) =NalIIIcos=%

-
-

-B
=>dx) ==-1, similarly far

<,2,4,17

rai: seu acs-2) reif-55149-[ 7 No i Ic+-36 x -1)
-( =y 374-x

-34 -
can check thatW = (rx,p,rs] = S3



ta
8 roofs, IIBI=I I all

11a+bl) =1al)go X

(a,) =)t
likewise with other inner products(it

r
:+( =(2 x) rB

=

=x ++ (x+B)

x 48
-x 5 -B

I (x+B) is fixed =(20+ 8) fixed

can show thatw=(ra,r)= (/id), iK
wara-

id and IWI =8



I
12 roots, a setof 6 short
roots thatlook like A2 andbat also look like AL

a setof6 long roots that

can show thatWIdihedral group oforder 12

(Note:in these examples, always have (W)=1417



partroots The rank ofI is dime.

Examples above are rank 2. (only oframk 1 is I
e 3-of

suppose X,BCand F IC. Then

<p,2) ==2icoste

(,x)(4) =4(08(7E
as cos"8 ( (a), the onlypossibilities for

(4.7, <P, 2), 8, IBIR/IC, I are as follows:



<,-all t
O A,xA,

I I #13 I Az

- - 24/3 I Al

I 2 My 2 Bu

- I -L 3)4 2 82

1 3 4/6 3 62

-1 - 3 STYt 3 62

so in factthe four examples given accountfor all possible
rank two rootsystems (upto isomorphism)


